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Abstract. The link structure of the Web is generally viewed as the webgraph. In this
paper, we investigate the structure of the Web through experiments by utilizing isolated
cliques (i-cliques) and isolated stars (i-stars) in contracted webgraphs. The experiments
are done into two directions: (i) web structure mining by enumerating i-cliques/i-stars
in contracted webgraphs, and (ii) examine various properties of contracted webgraphs
by their degree distributions and i-clique/i-star size distributions. As a result, we ob-
served that i-cliques and i-stars can find hidden communities in the ‘contracted’ Web,
which implies that they are still good candidate substmctures even for con廿鴎 cted we-
bgraphs. We also observed that i-clique size and i-star size distributions in contracted
webgraphs show power-law. We assert that this kind of self-similarity implies the true
scale-ffeeness.
Keywords. isolated cliques/stars, scale-freeness, self-similarity, webgraph, web struc-
ture mining.

1 Introduction

It is well known that the webgraph, which represents the link structure of the Web, is one of typi-
cal examples of the so-called ‘scale-free networks’. There have been a great number of research into
a direction of scale-freeness, e.g., investigating the scale-free properties of real world networks, con-
structing network models to explain these phenomena, and so on. For another direction, by regarding
the Web as a huge database, it is extremely important not only to obtain primary information but to find
hidden information that cannot be found by naive retrievals. It is often called ‘web mining’, and web
structure mining aims to find hidden communities that share common interests in specified topics in the
Web, etc. [4, 6, 8], by focusing on the webgraph.

On this model, a set of web pages of a community or its core is usually supposed to constitute
a dense subgraph or a frequent inherent substructure in the webgraph, and web stmcture mining is
actually realized by extracting them from the webgraph. As for significant substructures as communities,
Kleinberg’s hub.authority biclique model [6] is well known and attractive. Some experimental research
for this approach try to enumerate (a subset $ot\gamma$ bicliques from the webgraph and are successRl for
mining communities (or their cores) [7, 8, 9]. However, since there exist potentially enormous number
of bicliques, it has become quite hard to carry out an exhaustive enumeration and to have effective
outcome in the recent Web [11]. Another is a max-flow (or min-cut) approach that finds small cuts
separating a specific set of seed pages [4]. However, this also has a drawback in the sense that we need
specify seed pages in advance.

Recently, in the enumeration approach, substmcmres called isolated clique (i-clique) [5] and iso-
lated star (i-star) [12] were proposed for structure mming. They are relatively easy to be enumerated
mainly because those structures are essentially disjoint one another. This disjointness is reasonable in
the sense that i-cliques $and/or$ i-stars can stand for community cores since cores of different communi-
ties are usually supposed to be disjoint. A series of experiments on structure mining was performed in
[11, 12], and it is reported that i-cliques and i-stars can find some candidates of communities. On the
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other hand, most of i-cliques and i-stars correspond to menu and index stmcmres in single domains, re-
spectively, and there proposed i-clique contracted webgraph and i-star contracted webgraph for frther
mining.

In the light of these preceding research, the main objective of this paper is to investigate properties
of the webgraph and to execute web stmcture mining, by using i-clique and i-star in the i-clique/i-star
contracted webgraphs. Section 2 gives a brief review of the preceding research and explains the outline
of the experiments. In Section 3, we present a series of preliminary experimental results about the
properties of contracted webgraphs and structure mining on them. Especially, we observe the fact of
a new kind of scale-freeness, in which the distributions of i-clique/i-star sizes in contracted webgraphs
show power-law, and we assert that this kind of ’ self-similarity’ implies the tme scale-ffeeness. Finally,
we conclude the paper and give some additional comments in Section 4. For some technical terms
without precise definitions that appear in the rest ofthe paper, see [11, 12], for example.

2 The Webgraph and the Outline of Experiments
The webgraph is a directed graph whose nodes and arcs are (web) pages and (hyper)links among pages,
respectively [3]. One of the most important properties of the webgraph is its scale-freeness, which
implies that the $in\cdot degree$ distribution of nodes shows the power-law [1, 2]. Here, the power-law distri-
bution is the one in which the probability that an stochastic variable $X$ (in-degree of nodes, in this case)
equals $k$ is denoted by $Pr(X=k)\propto 1/k^{\gamma}(\gamma\geq 1)$ , and the index $\gamma$ is called its scaling exponent. If we
draw this distribution in log-log scale by setting in-degree and its ffequency on x- and y-axis, respec-
tively, it shows a straight line with its gradient $-\gamma$ . It is known that many of the real-world networks
have this property, and they are called scale-free networks in general.

For our experiments, we prepare a webgraph from the data collected by (The Stanford) WebBase
Project [10], which is widely used for various kinds of web experiments. Here, since the graph con-
structed from the original web data is not necessarily simple, we apply two preprocesses: (1) remove
loops (links from a page to the same page), and (2) identify multiple arcs with a single arc (links with
the same origin/destination). Hereafter, we call the webgraph constmcted in this way ’the’ (directed)
webgraph. Table 1 shows the information of the acquired web data and the webgraph.

According to preceding research [11, 12], in this paper, we consider (isolated) cliques and (isolated)
stars as candidate substructures of communities of the webgraph, and use them for investigating the
structure of the Web. Since these substructures are essentially defined on undirected graphs, we need
regard the (directed) webgraph as undirected. There may be two simple altematives to do it; (a) regard
every arc as an undirected edge, or (b) regard bidirectional arcs as a single edge. From a viewpoint
that mutual links can have significant information on the Web, we use a webgraph that consists only of
mutual links as single undirected edges by discarding all the one-way links. We refer to this webgraph
as the undirected webgraph. We give the information of this undirected webgraph also in Table 1.

From the webgraph constmcted in this way, we can observe some interesting facts. Fig. 1 gives the
in-/out-degree distributions of the webgraph (in log-log scale), and we can confirm that both in- and
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out-degree distributions show scale-freeness with different scaling exponent. Fig. 2 gives the degree
distribution of the undirected webgraph, and we can see that the distribution roughly shows power-law
even in the undirected webgraph that only has mutual links as their edges. Moreover, we can find a
straight line of gradient 1 that stretches $\theta om$ around degree 200. This is known to be caused by huge
cliques that was generated by making the graph undirected [11]. More than 1/3 of links in the original
graph also have links of the reverse direction (i.e., mutual links) and that more than 99% ofmutual links
exist in single domains. This is another evidence that mutual links between different domains and the
stmctures that contain those links can be expected to have significant information Rom the viewpoint of
stmcture mining.

Figure 1: In- and out-degree distributions of the webgraph.

Figure 2: Degree distribution of the undirected webgraph.

A series of web structure mining experiments were performed by using i-cliques and i-stars in
[11, 12]. Since we perform subsequent expeniments motivated by their observations and results, we here
briefly summarize them. For i-cliques, some inter-domain i-cliques stand for hidden communities, while
almost all the intra-domain i-cliques stand for menu structutes in single domains. Similarly, for i-stars,
some inter-domain i-stars stand for hidden communities, while almost all the intra-domain i-stars stand
for index structures in single domains. These facts imply the validity of i-cliques and i-stars as candidate
substructures for structure mining. On the other hand, since menu structures and index stmctures seem
useless for stmcture mining, $in\prime a$-domain i-clique contracted webgraph (ic-contracted webgraph) and
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intra-domain i-star contractedwebgraph (is-contractedwebgraph) were proposed (for both directed and
undirected webgraphs) for further mining and for compact representation of the webgraph. Here, we
notice that all i-cliques (i-stars) can be contracted simultaneously, since their vertex sets are independent
with very few exceptions.

Now it is quite natural to do experiments for investigating properties of ic-/is-contracted webgraphs
and for stmcture mining by using i-cliques and i-stars in them. We explain the flow of our experiments.
$LetB_{T}^{i}$ and $G_{T}^{i}$ be the (directed) webgraph and its undirected webgraph, respectively, after i-th simul-
taneous contraction of a set of target substmcture $T$ from the original (directed) webgraph $\partial$ and its
undirected webgraph $G$ , respectively. Here the target substmctures that we are interested in and we
want to find are i-cliques $(C)$ and i-stars $(S)$ (so, $C$ or $S$ will be substituted in place of $T$). Then we do
the following process:

0. Let $i$ $:=0$ and initialize $3_{T}^{i}$
$:=\partial$ .

1. Examine in-/out-degree distributions of $3_{T}’$ .
2. Prepare $G_{T}^{i}$ by making $\partial_{T}^{i}$ undirected. Examine degree distribution of $G_{T}^{i}$ .
3. Enumerate all target substructure $Ts$ in $G_{T}^{i}$ and examine the size distribution of $T$ .
4. Examine the corresponding pages of inter-domain $Ts$ as communities.
5. Contract all intra.domain $Ts$ (as vertex sets) in $\partial_{T}^{l}$ , and let it $B_{T}^{i+1}$ . Go to 1.

We iterate the above process some appropriate times, for two target substmctures i-clique and i-star. In
the next section, we show some preliminary results of these experiments.

3 Properties of Contracted Webgraphs and Structure Mining
In this section, we show experimental results of investigating web stmctures by using i-cliques and
i-stars in ic-contracted and is-contracted webgraphs, respectively. For each of ic-contracted and is-
contracted webgraphs, we try to enumerate i-cliques and i-stars, to examine their size distributions, and
to analyze their semantic meanings. Among those result, we can observe a new kind of scale-freeness in
the size distributions of $i\cdot cliques$ and i-stars, and we emphasize that this imply ‘ self-similarity’ structure
of the Web.

3.1 Experiments by Isolated Cliques
First, we show the results obtained by i-cliques in ic-contracted webgraphs.

3.1.1 Propertles of IC-contracted Webgraphs

Table 2 shows the number and the size of intra-/inter-domain i-cliques that are found in ic-contracted
undirected webgraphs $G_{C}^{i}(i=0, \ldots, 5)$. In the flrst iteration $(G_{C}^{0})$ , we can find an extremely large
i-cliques such as size 5,940, and this is indeed a huge menu stmcture in domain gostats. com. In
contrast, the largest size of inter-domain i-clique was 27. On the other hand, after the first iteration, the
largest size of i-cliques found in $G_{C}^{i}$ becomes quite small rapidly.

Figure 3 shows distributions ofi-clique sizes in ic-contracted undirected webgraphs $G_{C}^{i}(i=0, \ldots, 5)$ .
It is worth noticing that each of these size distributions show power-law with slightly different scaling
exponents. We consider that this kind of ’ self-similarity’ implies the tme scale-freeness.

Table 3 shows the number of nodes and arcs in ic-contracted directed webgraphs. As we saw, there
are quite large intra-domain i-cliques, for example of size 5,940, in $G_{C}^{0}$ , and this clique has 35,277,660
arcs and 17,638,830 edges by itself, and it indeed occupy approximately 2% and 5.1% of the original
directed and undirected webgraphs, respectively. Since we contract such intra-domain i-cliques in the
first iteration, we can see that the number of arcs in $G_{C}^{1}$ becomes approximately 82% of the one in $G_{c}^{0}$ .
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Table 2: The number and the size of intra-/inter-domain i-cliques in ic-contracted undirected webgraphs.

Figure 3: I-clique size distributions in ic-contracted undirected webgraphs.

Figure 4 shows in- and out-degree distributions of ic-contracted directed webgraphs $G_{C}^{0}$ and $G_{C}^{5}$ .
Although a lot of large i-cliques are contracted and the numbers of nodes and arcs decrease, the dis-
tributions are not affected much by them and the degree distributions in $G_{C}^{5}$ seem almost similar to the
ones in $G_{C}^{0}$ .

Table 3: Statistics of intra-domain ic-contracted directed webgraphs.
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Figure 4: In- and out-degree distributions of ic-contracted directed webgraphs.

Table 4 shows the number of nodes and edges in ic-contracted undirected webgraphs. We can
observe almost the similar facts as we observed in Table 3.

Table 4: Statistics of intra-domain ic-contracted undirected webgraphs.

Figure 5 shows degree distributions of ic-contracted undirected webgraphs $G_{c}^{0}$ and $G_{C}^{5}$ . As we
pointed out in Section 2, we can see for degree distribution in $G_{C}^{0}$ a straight line of gradient 1 that
stretches from around degree 200 caused by huge cliques. We can observe that this straight line has
almost diappeared in $G_{C}^{5}$ . This is because we contract almost all of these cliques as intra-domain i-
cliques.

Figure 5: Degree distributions of ic-contracted undirected webgraphs.
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3.1.2 Structure Mining on IC-contracted Webgraphs

As we can see in Table 2, we can find some inter-domain i-cliques in $G_{c}^{0}$ , and some of them seem to
correspond to a community [11]. In $G_{C}^{1}$ , we can still find some new inter-domain i-cliques, and Table 5
shows an example of the result. It seems to correspond to a community. However, we cannot find any
more new meaningml inter-domain i-cliques after the second iteration. In this sense, i-clique can be a
candidate substmcture for sffucmre mining in ic-contracted webgraphs in relatively early iterations.

Table 5: An example of an inter-domain i-clique found in $G_{c}^{1}$ and its corresponding URLs. They seem to be
related to fishing.

http: $//www$ . flyfisherman. com/latesti $ssue/index$ . html
http $://wm$ . in-fi sherman. $com/$

http: $//ww$ . floridasportsman. $com/$

3.2 Experiments by Isolated Stars

We next show the results obtained by i-stars in is-contracted webgraphs.

3.2.1 Properties of IS-contracted Webgraphs

Table 6 shows the number and the size of intra-/inter-domain i-stars that are found in is-contracted
undirected webgraphs $G_{S}^{t}(i=0, \ldots, 8)$ . In the first iteration $(G_{S}^{0})$ , we can find an extremely large i-stars
such as size 9,664, and this is indeed a huge index stmtcture in domain www. faqts, com. In contrast,
the largest size of inter-domain i-clique was 340. It is somehow surprising that after the first iteration,
the maximum size of inter-domain i-stars in $G_{S}^{1}$ , size 16,655, once becomes larger than the one in $G_{s}^{0}$ ,
and the maximum size remains relatively large after some more iterations. This is different Rom the
case of i-cliques.

Table 6: The number and the size of inter-/intra-domain i-stars in is-contracted undirected webgraphs.

Figure 6 shows distributions of i-star sizes in is.contracted undirected webgraphs $G_{s}^{t}(i=0, \ldots, 8)$.
It is again worth noticing that each of these size distributions show power-law with slightly different
scaling exponents. We emphasize that this kind of’ self-similarity’ implies the true scale-freeness.

Table 7 shows the number of nodes and arcs in is-contracted directed webgraphs. As we saw, there
are quite large intra-domain i-stars, for example of size 9,664, in $G_{S}^{0}$ . In fact, the total number ofsatellite
nodes of i-stars of sizes $\geq 3$ in $G_{s}^{0}$ is 11,967,237, and since we contract such intra-domain i-stars in the
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Figure 6: I-star size distributions in is-contracted undirected webgraphs.

first iteration, we can see that the number of nodes in $G_{S}^{1}$ becomes 82,386,313, which is approximately
87.3% of the one in $G_{s}^{0}$ .

Table 7: Statistics of intra-domain is-contracted directed webgraphs.

Figure 7 shows in- and out-degree distributions of is-contracted directed webgraphs $G_{S}^{0}$ and $G_{S}^{8}$ . Al-
though a lot oflarge i-stars are contracted and the numbers of nodes and arcs decrease, the distributions
are not affected much by them and the degree distributions in $G_{S}^{8}$ seem almost similar to the ones in $G_{S}^{0}$ .

Table 8 shows the number of nodes and edges in is-contracted undirected webgraphs. We can
observe almost the similar facts as we observed in Table 7.

Figure 8 shows degree distributions of is-contracted undirected webgraphs $G_{S}^{0}$ and $G_{S}^{8}$ . As we
pointed out in Section 2, we can see for degree distribution in $G_{S}^{0}$ a straight line of gradient 1 that
stretches Rom around degree 200 caused by huge cliques. However, since we do not contract cliques in
this experiment, we can observe that this straight line still remains in $G_{S}^{8}$ .
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Figure 7: Degree distribution of is-contracted directed webgraphs.

Table 8: Statistics of intra-domain is-contracted undirected webgraphs.

Figure 8: Degree distributions of is-contracted undirected webgraphs.

3.2.2 Structure Mining on IS-contracted Webgraphs

As we can see in Table 6, we can find quite a large number of inter-domain i-stars of sizes greater than
2 even in $G_{S}^{8}$ . We already know that such inter-domain i-stars in $G_{S}^{0}$ can be candidates of communities
[12], thus we will examine URLs of those stmctures found in $G_{s}^{1},$ $\ldots G_{S}^{8}$ . Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 are
some examples of the results. We can see that an i-star, as a candidate of a community, can still be found
in $G_{s}^{7}$ . In this sense, i-star is veiy probable for structure mining even in is-contracted webgraphs.
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Table 9: An example of an inter-domain i-star of size 4 found in $G_{S}^{1}:(a)$ a page corresponding to the center
node, and (b) pages corresponding to the satellite nodes. They are related to a research group on security and
cryptography.

Table 10: An example of an inter-domain i-star of size 5 found in $G_{S}^{3}:(a)$ a page corresponding to the center node,
and (b) pages corresponding to the satellite nodes. They are related to finite element method.

Table 11: An example of an inter-domain i-star of size 7 found in $G_{s}^{5}:(a)$ a page corresponding to the center node,
and (b) pages corresponding to the satellite nodes. They are related to Johns Hopkins University.

Table 12: An example of an inter-domain i-star of size 9 found in $G_{S}^{7}:(a)$ a page corresponding to the center node,
and (b) pages corresponding to the satellite nodes. They are related to a research group on pigs.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, by using i-cliques and i-stars, we investigated the structure of the Web in i-clique and i-
star contracted webgraphs proposed in [11, 12], and showed a series ofpreliminary experimental results.
As a result, we observed that both i-cliques and i-stars are still strong candidate substmctures for web
stmcture mining even in i-clique or i-star contracted webgraphs. For example, we found a community
in a webgraph after contracting i-stars seven times. As another result, both i-clique size and i-star
size distributions in i-clique contracted and i-star contracted webgraphs, respectively, show power-law.
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This is somehow amazing, and we again emphasize that this kind of self-similarity’ implies the true
scale-freeness. We remark that all the experiments arc still ongoing, and more detailed results will bc
exposed.
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